
Fringe Area TV

ANTENNA TOWER
TV viewers in metropolitan centers do not

app-eciate their good fortune. Not only do
they have numerous stations to choose from,
but also the signal strength from all these
stations is so high that elaborate antenna sys-
tems are not necessary. Occasionally some
receiving difficulties do arise but, even in the
worst cases, these cannot approach the varied

To Our Readers:

.As evident herein, SUCCESSFUL
SERVICING again is the house -organ
of John F. Rider Publisher, Inc. and
will continue to serve the servicing in-
dustry in that fashion.

Our desire to maintain a free circu-
lation and so reach the greatest num-
ber of individuals concerned with radio
and television servicing each month
dictates the return to our original pub-
lishing policy. In view of the rapidly
expanding circulation and other con-
trolling factors, it is deemed impracti-
cal to continue publishing SUCCESS-
FUL SERVICING as a free circula-
tion magazine with the format con-
tained in the November issue. So,
henceforth, it will continue as a free
circulation house -organ.

by Gerald Wilson

situations that the fringe area viewer faces.
Oftentimes for him to get decent reception
in fringe areas, special antenna installations
are necessary costing more than the tv re-
ceiver itself.

An antenna structure which is capable of
consistent reception of stations within a 100
mile radius, is located in Jackson, Michigan.
It has withstood the ravages of four very
severe winters, standing up to some of the
strongest winds in the United States. This
point is not to be ignored; it is bad enough
to he forced to lay out a substantial sum of
money for a tower -type antenna installation,
but it is doubly worse if inadequate planning
necessitates replacement once a year or per-
haps every two years. This well made and
planned structure is shown in Fig. 1. It has
on occasion picked up stations more than
1,000 miles away. The antenna is one that
is capable of high gain over the desired tv
channels and is used with a rotator for maxi-
mum directional response. As important as
the antenna proper is to signal reception how-
ever, it is the tower upon which the antenna
is mounted that is of paramount importance
in fringe area reception.

(Continued on page 13)

Fig. 1. Fringe area tv antenna tower located
in Jackson, Michigan, showing the seven dif-
ferent sets of guy wires used to help support

the structure.
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Servicinl txES

for TV RECEIVERS

Phase Modulation of Picture and
Sound Signals

Phase modulation (pm) and frequency
modulation (fm) are two aspects of the same
modulating process, and both are demodu-
lated by the discriminator or ratio detector.
In a properly adjusted tv receiver, pm of the
received signals is negligible. The possi-
bility however, of generation of spurious sig-
nals due to pm in a faulty receiver should
not be disregarded. The following illustra-
tions show the operating conditions which
generate a maximum amount of pm.

The region at A in Fig. 1 (i -f response
curve) is known as the sound shelf, and this
is where the sound carrier should fall. The
sound carrier rides too high on the curve at
B, causing excessive buzz intermodulation
with the picture carrier.

Fig. 1. Sound carrier should fall at A rather
Mon B if amplitude and phase modulation are

to be minimized.

From considerations of the seldom used
method of slope detection of fm signals, it
is known that the steeper the portion of the
curve on which the carrier rides, the greater
will be the conversion of fm to am. Less
generally recognized, perhaps, is the fact that
placement of the carrier on a steep portion
of the response curve gives rise to phase
modulation.

Four and one-half megacycles away, on
the other side of the response curve, is the
picture carrier, C, as indicated in Fig. 2.

As shown in the figure, the picture must
necessarily ride on the side slope of the
response curve. As a result, there is an ir-
reducible minimum of phase modulation in-
troduced into the picture signal, even when

the receiver is aligned as well as possible.
If the slope of the curve is gradual through
C, the phase modulation will be sufficiently
small so as to be down below the threshold
of audibility. However, it is well to note that
the amount of phase modulation can be made
to rise without limit as the steepness of the
slope through C is increased. In general, the
limited number of tuned circuits provided in
the intercarrier receiver make it unlikely that
this slope will be excessive, unless a mis -
adjusted trap should cut a steep slope into
the picture -carrier side of the curve.

Buzz Due to Differential
Signal Attenuation

Due to interfering reflections in the path
of propagation, the transmitted tv signal may
arrive at the receiving antenna with a picture
carrier which is substantially attenuated with
respect to the sound carrier. Such propaga-
tion phenomena can cause 60 -cycle buzz, even
in properly adjusted receivers.

The sound carrier is normally placed at
10% on the overall response curve so that

 the picture carrier will never fall below the
level of the sound carrier during picture
modulation. Consider, however, the situation
which arises when the picture carrier is at-
tenuated due to propagation effects. Under
these conditions, if a modulation trough at
the transmitter dips down to 10% of peak
response, this trough will fall below 10%
at the receiver. If the picture carrier should
be attenuated 50% (as is not at all impos-
sible), the troughs of picture modulation will
then dip down to 5%, leaving severe troughs
in the 4.5 me beat signal. The obvious remedy
is to place the sound carrier at 5%, or even
lower, on the overall response curve.

Buzz Due to Intermodulation
An understanding of the process of inter -

modulation in the intercarrier receiver makes
possible a more direct attack on sources of
buzz. Because fm buzz cannot be eliminated
from the sound signal by ordinary processes
of limiting and fm detection, it is well to get
at the source of fm buzz intermodulation in
intercarrier receivers.

Buzz frequently results from consecutive
intermodulation, that is, the picture signal

by Bob Middleton

may intermodulate with the sound signal
in the last i -f stage and again in the first or
second video stage. Not only is the am of
the picture signal impressed upon the sound
carrier during the first intermodulation, but
the fm of the sound signal is also impressed
upon the picture signal.

Here we have a situation which may lead
to a 60 -cycle fm buzz on the sound carrier,
if a second intermodulation occurs. This is
quite possible in present-day receivers. Al-
though a limiter will remove the a -m buzz
introduced in the first intermodulation, it is
quite unable to cope with the fm buzz intro-
duced in the second intermodulation. This
shows the importance of confining nonlinear
operation to one stage only if nonlinearity
cannot be avoided.

Loss of Sync Due to Buzz

There is a common fallacy that if an i -f
amplifier is generating buzz by limiting the
sync pulse, then this production of buzz must
be accompanied by a loss of sync. This is not
necessarily true because partial limiting, in
which perhaps one-third of the sync pulse is
lost, permits the sync circuits to operate
almost in normal fashion on strong signals.
However, this partial limiting involves opera-
tion on the nonlinear portion of the i -f ampli-
fier's characteristic curve.

Due to the fact that the vertical sync pulse
is not amplified by a linear class A circuit,
intermodulation of sound and picture signals
occurs. Both amplitude and frequency inter -
modulation can occur under such conditions.
The am can be removed by a good limiter,

(Coneinuedage.;

Fig. 2. Picture carrier C normally falls on
the side slope of the i -f response curve.
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Test Equipment Instruction Manuals

We had occasion recently to discuss service equipment
instruction manuals with a test equipment manufacturer.
He had received advice from several of his distributors
that he should not make his instruction manuals too
lengthy because they created the impression in the minds
of the service technician that the equipment was difficult
to handle. It was implied that a detailed manual acted
as a deterrent to the sale of the device. With this we do
not agree.

We feel that by and large, television and radio techni-
cians want bigger and better test equipment instruction
manuals. Admittedly some service technicians do not
read the literature which accompanies the apparatus
they buy. This does not justify instruction manuals of
very limited scope. Maybe the buyer doesn't read every-
thing immediately, but it is well known that the moment
he runs into a snag he grabs for the instruction manual
and looks for the answers. That is when the detail
pays off.

Of course it's wrong not to read the instruction manual
before using the equipment for the first time, especially
when the equipment costs several hundred dollars or
more. But regardless of the habits of the buyer - and
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these can not be dictated by the seller - the fact remains
that each equipment instruction manual should be as
complete as possible, whether it is or is not read by the
buyer. He must have the information when he wants it.

We realize that instruction manuals are related to
dollars and cents of costs ; that every word and page
represents money in writing, artwork, paper, printing,
and binding. On the other hand, it is the contents of the
manual which enable the equipment buyer to get the
most out of his investment, this in turn means an en-
hancement of the product in the mind of the user. Quite
frequently the information contained in a manual is the
key to the solution of a problem, and in the mind of the
equipment user, all the credit is reflected on the equip-
ment. So a good equipment manual helps rather than
hinders the reputation of a product.

Fighting Unfair Press

We have on hand a release from the advertising agency
handling the Sprague Products account. It is a window
streamer intended for service shop distribution, carry-
ing a message to the public concerning the servicing
industry. It is an attempt to fight back against unfair
press. We hope that other manufacturers will see fit
to take similar or other steps to wage this battle. This
editorial page is open to all who do so, and we hope
that these comments will not be construed as undue
publicity for the manufacturer mentioned herein. The
service industry need this and every other possible aid
in their effort to build public confidence.

E. W. Merriam

The radio industry moves fast. Only last month we
announced the appointment of "Al" Merriam as the
service coordinator of the RTMA. Well, at the time of
this writing he is no longer with the Manufacturer's
Association. His replacement has not yet been announced.
His new job is Service Manager for Sylvania Electric
Products.

So once more, the best of luck to you, Al.

SUCCESSFUL SERVICING is published month17 by JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC., 480 Canal Street, New York 13,
N. Y. Telephone: Worth 4-8340. No portion of this publication may be reproduced without written permission of the publisher.

Copyright 1951 by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
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>OUR READERS' VIEWS ON LICENSING.

The response to our request for letters in connection with the two articles we ran on tv service licensing in the November issue of
Successful Servicing, was immediate. We cannot reprint all the letters we received, we don't have the space. However, here are some
representative views, and we will print more from time to time.

George B. Weigel, Rome, N. Y.
In reference to the article "License TV

Technician ?" which appeared in the Novem-
ber issue of SUCCESSFUL SERVICING, I should
like to register a negative vote. Following
are a few of the reasons.

Licensing is just a step away from union-
izing us, and thatstep will surely follow. The
technician that doesn't sign up will have sets
wrecked in his shop, equipment ruined, and
possibly physical violence inflicted upon his
self or family, until he does or will sign up.

A union can throw weight in many direc-
tions. The jobber and supplier to the servicing
industry would certainly, sooner or later, feel
adverse effects.

Tell me, what percentage of the
pro's in the industry are actually
thinking of CUSTOMER benefit?
Stew it, boil it, dry it, and sift it,
and it all comes down to elimina-
tion of competition.

What has become of the idea "There is
plenty of room at the top?" Individuality
would soon be lost. You are licensed and you
are unionized, so you are as good as the next
man. You can hire, but you get into difficulty
when you fire.

As it is, who calls the technician or agency
that has duped him or a friend on a previous
service call ? Who could afford to keep a
technician who couldn't sell himself to a cus-
tomer ? Under licensing and unionization
which would follow, you would have no choice.

No sir, let the serviceman stand on his own
record and ability. Keep politicians and unions
out of ít.

We don't get a better haircut simply be-
cause the barber is licensed and unionized.

A Newark, N. J. Serviceman
It is heart warming that there is so much

discussion among servicemen about licensing.
If nothing else, it will set our fellow techni-
cians to thinking. Naturally everyone has an
axe to grind in this matter ; I am trying to
grind the axe of the individual serviceman.

We as a group are notoriously underpaid.
Therefore, because we will have a license in
common and therefore be a recognized group,
we will be able to form a union. This will
result in increased rates for the use of a per-
sonal car and tools, and an adequate wage in
proportion to the cost of living.

At present there is only chaos. Look at the
prices for the sets themselves in the stores!
Compare the cost of repair parts to the initial
cost of the set. Add the cost of labor to that
of the parts and try to make the bill attractive
to the customer.

Overselling of sets, and poor workman-
ship and parts in the factory also cry for

policing, and licensing.
Licensing may not be the cure all, or even

the best possible way out. However, we tried
it the other way, why not give this a chance.

John J. Hancock, Union Supply Co
Burlington, Iowa

Having read both articles "Yes," and "No,"
on licensing of tv technicians, I must cast my
vote as "Yes."

Mr. Haas expends a lot of good argument
on the "No" side, but the whole question
boils down to the incompetence of quacks
and their curtailment, and the raising of
public opinion of the electronic servicing
industry. The only practical solution is
licensing.

Too long the radio service man has been
in the same category as the grocery delivery
boy and the ditch digger, which though hon-
orable endeavor, has relegated his compensa-
tion accordingly.

The advent of television has lifted the whole
servicing industry to a higher plane, and no
longer can the screw driver mechanic fool
the public. The public however, needs edu-
cating to the fact that today the radio -tv tech-
nician must be a highly trained individual,
with an expensive education, expensive equip-
ment, and enormous endeavor to attain the
necessary qualifications to service their elec-
tronic devices. He is entitled to equitable
compensation.

Black's Radio Service,
Burlington, Iowa

The November issue of SUCCESSFUL SER-
VICING was received today and both articles
on the licensing of radio, television, and elec-
tronic service technicians were read. Both
have presented very good points as they see
it but I agree most heartily with Mr. Haas.
I will touch on a few points.

Licensing will not assure the customer
of a good job being done on his or her set.

Licensing will not keep the repair cost
down as there is too much red tape to go
through and that always increases the
cost to the consumer.

A license does not necessarily build up
one's reputation as a reliable technician.
Quality workmanship and fair prices are
more desirable than a license.

This letter may seem a little unusual from
a territory that is not affected as yet by the
threat of licensing, but I couldn't let this sub-
ject go unheeded.

D. L. Johnson, Commercial Trading
Co., Tucson, Arizona

License TV technicians? My answer is
NO! In the first place the plan proposed is

undemocratic, nowhere does the serviceman
have the right to elect his representative to
the proposed board-the board members are
all appointed by a political officer and the only
purpose of this bill is to provise more plums
for a political machine.

If it is desired to raise the gen-
eral standard of ability it would be
far wiser to institute a series of
service training schools or classes
and make them available at rea-
sonable rates with competent staffs
and up to date methods and mate-
rials.

I strongly suspect that the self employed
technician would suffer from this measure.

Gilbert Grossinger, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Licensing may have its good points, but

from my viewpoint the consumer will pay for
it in the end.

Let us say that licensing will get rid of
some, even many incompetent servicemen, by
eliminating those unable to pass the exam or
those who will not buy the license. Conse-
quently, those of us who maintain our status
will be busier ; thus we will be able to charge
more for a service call. After all, we now
have a license and may feel we deserve more.
Secondly, those men who would sell the con-
sumer equipment he does not need will still
do so, only this time they will have a license
to do it. It's legal now?

It is my contention that those men who
sell contracts should be required to maintain
a minimum bank account to protect the con-
sumer from fly-by-night businesses. Aside
from this, the entire idea of licensing is
ridiculous.

Leonard E. Markle, Mark's Radio
Service, Greenfile, Indiana

In regard to the article on "License TV
Technicians," I think the repairman or tech-
nician has beat himself over the head enough
already with all the hellabeloo about the
license. He can either fix a set or he can't-
the customer will be the controlling factor
in any town or city.

I do believe that all the technicians
should get together once a month or
so and talk over their problems and
agree on service call prices, etc. This
would work the same as the indus-
try's Net and List prices.

I believe more pressure should be put on
the manufacturers of tv sets. Sets should be
designed so that they would be easier to work
on. Some sets require that the chassis be
pulled out simply to replace a tube. This costs
the customer extra money and doesn't make
for good technician -customer relations.

P.S. I still say NO!
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"Say, Bill! Have you subscribed to
Rider's NEW monthly TEK-HIE

service? It's the hottest thing to
ever hit the servicing field. It's

just like carrying Rider
Ti' Manuals around in my

pocket."

"You're right, Ed! I've Á

never seen so much really useful TI -

/n formation. ...and each manufacturer's
data is individually bound in separate

file folders. An average of 160 pages
for only $2.00! WI production runs are
covered-and the data matches the

set /'m working on!"
}

listen friends: take a tip from
Bill and Ed -ask your jobber

for Tek-file, today!

JOHN F. RIDER Publisher, Inc.
480 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.
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Fig. 2C. Photograph of a resistor -capacitor
combination writ showing on the left, the whole
unit, and on the right, a broken one with the
resistor inside the ceramic capacitor.

6\Nab\ONS

in Radio Receivers
From the point of view of the man who

traces out the troubles in radio receivers and
repairs them, variations in electrical and
mechanical design always present a problem.
He must acquaint inno-
vations so that he can do a better job. The
trend toward the use of new circuit construc-
tions in the electronic equipment of today is
on the increase.

It is the purpose of this article to acquaint
the reader with those special constructions
that are used in the radio receivers of today.

In the Lear portable radio chassis P -10B
for example, there are employed specially
constructed resistance and capacitance units,
called "C and R units." Most of these units
are shown schematically as representing a

T5 VT3 T6
C27C25

6

C26

--il

R5

C213

R6

R7

C3

l
:R8

:C32

VT4

single resistor and capacitor, but there are
some that are shown representing two capa-
citors and one resistor. These units are not
printed circuits but rather, separate resistors
and capacitors mechanically ar-
ranged into a single unit that it might at first
be difficult for the radio serviceman to realize
that more than one circuit element is repre-
sented by this unit.

The schematic diagram for a section of
the P -10B chassis is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The units of interest to us are shown en-
closed in dashed boxes and are represented
by the resistor -capacitor combinations of R8 -

C32, R12 -C31, R14 -C34, R15 -C35, and R6-

C29 -C30. The relationship between the sche-
matic representation and the physical unit is
C C9R
UNIT UNIT VT5 T7

C34 Cj5 /

= S

SW3 R9 RIO RII

J2

LSI

Fig. 1. Partial schematic of the Lear model
P -10B radio receiver, showing the use of
combination resistor -capacitor units. The
units in question are found in the dark dotted-
line boxes.
Courtesy Lear, Inc.

7

by Seymour D. Uslan

,1 2

R12 l LC31
10 MEG 1OO,upf

z (A) I (B)
Fig. 2. (A) Drawing of the R12 -C31 unit
as it appears in the receiver. (B) Schematic
representation of this unit.

somewhat puzzling. In order to visualize the
tie-in between the schematic drawing and the
unit itself, we will study the construction of
these units.

Single Resistor -Capacitor
Combinations

Each unit consists of a single carbon re-
sistor in conjunction with a ceramic capaci-
tor. A drawing of the R12 -C31 unit (R8 -
C32, R12 -C31, R14 -C34, and R15 -C35 are
identical) as it appears in the receiver is
illustrated in Fig. 2(A), and the schematic
representation for this unit is shown in Fig.
2(B). An actual photograph of two of the
units is shown in Fig. 2(C). This unit con-
sists of a 10-megohm carbon resistor inserted
inside a ceramic capacitor. One end of the
resistor is soldered to one plate of the capac-
itor and this connection is brought out as a
single lead, number 3 in Fig. 2(A). Lead
number 1 acts as the other end of the resistor
and lead number 2 is the other end of the
capacitor.

In the circuit of Fig. 1 the common lead
(3) of the R12 -C31 unit is connected to the
control grid of VT 4, the other end of the
resistor is connected to the cathode of VT 4
and R15; the other end of the capacitor is
connected to Switch 3 (Direction Finder

(Continued on page 14.)
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Don't let comebacks pick
your pocket !

A recent survey among hundreds
óf servicemen reveals that more of
them prefer Mallory Vibrators than
all other brands combined. Why ?
To avoid the problem of costly come-
backs! Their solution is ...

Make Sure : Make it Mallory !
Performance, quality, sound design ... those are the reasons why service-

men say they prefer Mallory Vibrators. They help cut down on comebacks,

permit more time for profitable work.

Mallory led the first commercial vibrator development and today supplies

more original equipment vibrators than all other makes combined ... has

always stayed in close touch with your field service needs. Mallory gives

you a better vibrator, available in a complete line, meeting required

specifications. And Mallory Vibrators cost no more.

Don't just order vibrators! Don't take chances with comebacks! Make it

Mallory ..: and make sure of positive starting, quiet operation and

long life!

Depend on your Mallory Distributor for precision quality at competitive prices.

P. R. MALLORV -8CO inc.

MALLORY
CAPACITORS  CONTROLS  VIBRATORS  SWITCHES  RESISTORS

RECTIFIERS VIBRAPACK* POWER SUPPLIES FILTERS
'Beg. U. S. Pot. Off.

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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TV AND OTHER RECEIVING ANTENNAS
(Theory and Practice) 606 pages

TV INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES
336 pages

TV MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEMS
356 pages

RECEIVING TUBE SUBSTITUTION GUIDE BOOK,
224 pages

FIRST SUPPLEMENT, RECEIVING TUBE
SUBSTITUTION GUIDE BOOK 48 pages

TV PICTURE PROJECTION AND ENLARGEMENT
192 pages

TELEVISION - HOW IT WORKS
203 pages

FM TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION, 2nd Ed.
460 pages

1st Ed.

Servicing Hints for
TV RECEIVERS

(Continued from page 3.)

but the residual fm inevitably proceeds to
the speaker as audible buzz.

Sync Pulse Normal But Retrace
Lines Appear

If the sync pulse and blanking pedestals
appear normal, visible retrace lines may be
the result of a weak or misadjusted ion trap.
This forces the brightness control to be set
too high. If the ion trap is all right, check
the high voltage. The filter resistor may be
excessively high in value. Another cause is
a faulty picture tube which may be gassy,
have low beam current, or may have a fail-
ing screen.

The guiding thought behind these checks
is that the brightness control is being ad-
vanced abnormally for some reason. As a
result, the picture tube does not operate far
enough down on its Eg-Ip characteristic. This
causes black and blacker -than -black signals
to appear as grays on the screen.

New Yoke Does Not Cure
Keystoning

If a new yoke does not cure keystoning,
the trouble may be caused by the use of the
former capacitor and resistors across the
yoke terminals (see Fig. 3).

It occasionally happens that an apparent
short in the yoke is actually being caused by
defective resistors or capacitors. Check also
the condition of the insulation on the yoke
leads, especially where they come through the
chassis.. Occasionally the insulation is frayed,

Fig. 3. RC cir-
cuit used in con-
junction with
horizontal de-
flection coils in
yoke.

47Jk.UF

8,200
OH MS

W0,000
OHMS

thus causing a partial or complete short at
this point.

Readjust Ion Trap with Increase of
High Voltage

Several methods are available to raise the
high voltage supply to the second anode of
the picture tube in order to obtain a brighter
picture. It is worth noting that the optimum
position of the ion trap changes with a change
in accelerating potential. Accordingly, the ad-
justment of the ion trap should be checked if
the high voltage is raised. This will not only
insure the maximum brilliance of picture, but
also will avoid possibledamage to the picture
tube.

Measurement of D -C Voltage with
High A -C Voltage Present

Many technicians are familiar with the
danger of damage to a multimeter or to a
VTVM when an attempt is made to measure
the plate voltage of the horizontal -output
tube. The d -c voltage present at this point
is about 300 volts. However, this is accom-

panied by a sharp pulse of approximately
6,000 volts peak -to -peak.

While the pulse voltage does not affect the
indication on the d -c voltmeter directly, this
pulse may draw a large current pulse through
the attenuator of the voltmeter. This can
cause serious damage by overheating or burn-
ing out of the precision resistors.

Now it is quite practical to measure the
d -c plate voltage at the plate of the hori-
zontal -output tube without damage to the
voltmeter if a high -voltage probe is used. In
this case, the probe is used not to attenuate
the measured voltage, but to serve as a filter
which keeps large pulse currents from flow-
ing. The attenuation of the d -c voltage is
incidental to the protection afforded.

Since about 300 volts are to be measured,
a 100 -to -1 high -voltage probe is most con-
venient. The range switch of the voltmeter
can be turned to the 3 -volt range, and the
scale is then read as 300 volts, full scale.

Consider how much the pulse voltage is
attenuated at the meter terminals. Assume
that a VTVM having an input resistance of
12 megohms is used. The 100 -to -1 multiplier
resistor has a value of 1,188 megohms. Ac-
cordingly, 1/100 of the applied d -c voltage
appears at the VTVM input terminals. How-
ever, the attenuation factor for the unwanted
pulse voltage is very much greater. The
total input capacitance of the shielded cable
plus the VTVM input capacitance is typi-
cally 150 µµf. At the fundamental frequency
of the pulse, this capacitance has a reactance
of about 70;000 ohms. This causes a pulse
attenuation of about 18,000 -to -1. In other
words, only 1/3 volt ac appears across the
VTVM input terminals.

- END -

WE GUARANTEE that RIDER BOOKS will show you
how to do BETTER and MORE PROFITABLE servicing jobs...
ENCYCLOPEDIA ON CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPES

AND THEIR USES 992 pages $9.00
VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETERS, 2nd Ed.

432 pages $4.50

$ 6.00

$3.60

$5.00

$ 2.40

$ .99

$3.30

$2.70

$3.60

UNDERSTANDING VECTORS AND PHASE IN RADIO
160 pages Cloth cover $1.89

Paper cover $ .99

INSTALLATION AND SERVICING OF LOW POWER
PA SYSTEMS 208 pages $3.00

SERVICING BY SIGNAL TRACING
360 pages $4.00

INSIDE THE VACUUM TUBE
424 pages $4.50

SERVICING SUPERHETERODYNES
288 pages $2.00

SERVICING RECEIVERS BY MEANS OF RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT 203 pages $2.00

THE BUSINESS HELPER
134 pages $ 2.00

WE GUARANTEE your satisfaction! Make these
books PROVE their value to you. Examine them
at your favorite jobber. If he does not have them
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For accurate

flexible and

quick tube

testing at
low Cost...

model 3413A
Model 3413-A...$79.50 at your dis-
tributor (Price subject to change.) BV
Adapter, $7.90 Add'I.

YOU CAN TEST MORE TYPES of
I. tubes, also appliances for shorts

and open circuits.

4 YOU CAN TEST EACH ELEMENT
in each tube-by a simple flip
of the switch.

JUST SPIN THE KNOB-for correct,
e last-minute data, on the speed roll

chart. Lists 700 tubes.

YOU CAN TEST THE NEW TUBES-
e including those with low cathode

current.

YOU CAN COMPENSATE for line
voltage-just throw snap -action
switch.

YOU GETS NEW TUBE DATA-im-
' mediately, while it is still news.

No waiting.

Nearly Half a Century of Service to the Service Man

TESTS PICTURE TUBES, TOO! With this
BV Adapter, Model 3413-A tests every
tube in a TVreceiver, including the Pic-
ture Tube-without even removing tube
from receiver or carton! Saves time!

FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES PRIDE IN HIS WORK

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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r'CHANGES.. \

Sylvania 5130B, 5130M, 5130W,
5140B, 5140M, Ch. 1-290

The following changes with change codes
as noted have been made in the 1-290 chassis.
Code 2. The value of R183, connected to pins
2 and 3 of V14 sync separator has been
changed from 2.2 megohms to 1 megohm. The
value of R192, connected to T60, has been
changed from 1.5 megohms to 1.2 megohms.
The value of R-193 is now 1.5 megohms.
Code 3. An audio socket has been addéd as
shown in Fig. I to VII, the 6T8 ratio detector

RHO
IMEG.

I

C109
.01

I RIII
r g7M

ZCIOOOS (COO)

Fig. 1. Partial schematic of the Sylvania
chassis 1-290 showing addition of audio socket.

AUDIO
SOCKET
(C031

(BoTtom
VIEW)

JUMPER

and 1st a -f stage. Pin 3 goes to C106; pin 2
goes to T53; pin 9 goes to the junction of
C112, C113 and R113; R111 and C118 go to
the junction of C105, R108 and C107; C118
and R112 are connected to R119. R169, which
was located from R168 to the -135-volt line,
has been relocated and now goes from the
-135-volt line to R164 (3,600 ohms). R168
is connected directly to the -135-volt line.
The lead from the junction of C195 and the
6AU6 horizontal control pins 2 and 7 goes to
the junction of R164 and R169. The value of
R169 has been changed from 47 ohms to 180
ohms. The value of C146, connected to pin 6
of the 6BF5 video amplifier, has been changed
from 0.1 µf to 0.005 µf, and C146 is connected
to the junction of C147 and ground instead
of to the -135-volt line. The value of C147
has been changed from 0.05 µf to 0.005 µf.
Pin 2 of the video amplifier is connected to
the junction of R145 (3,300 ohms), C145 and
R146, instead of to the -135-volt line.
Code 4. This is a factory change and does not
affect field service.
Code 5. Tubes V13 and .V18 have .been
changed from 12AU7 to 6SN7GT. No wiring
changes are necessary.

Code 6. A 0.005-4 capacitor C118 has been
added from the junction of R110 (volume con-
trol), R119, and R111 to ground. C112, the
0.0001-4 capacitor connected to pin 9 of Vll
6T8, and C116, the 0.005-µf capacitor con-
nected to R116 in the audio output circuit, have
been returned to ground.

Emerson Ch. 120134-H
With the exception of the tuner, chassis

120134-H and 120134-B are the same electri-
cally. Chassis 120134-H uses continuous type
tuner #470662. Video i -f and sound i -f align-
ment for chassis 120134-H is the same as that
for models 661B, 667B and 668B using chas-
sis 120134-B.

1. Disconnect the antenna hank by un-
soldering. Connect the signal generator. The
receiver connection is to the antenna; the
ground connection, to B minus.

2. With the tuner rotor full open (plates
out of mesh), apply a signal frequency of
1,650 kc and adjust first the r -f trimmer A2,
then the antenna trimmer Al to maximum
output.

3. With the tuner adjusted to 1,500 kc,
apply a signal frequency of 1,500 kc and again
adjust the r -f trimmer A2, then the antenna
trimmer Al to maximum output. (Note that
the seven markings on the dial bracket of the
tuner represent respectively 550 kc, 660 kc,
700 kc, 900 kc, 1,000 kc, 1,400 kc, and 1,600
kc reading from left to right. These points
are to be used for the alignment of the re-

Du Mont RA -105B, RA -108A
In the grid (pin 1) circuit of the 1st video

i -f tube V201, the 10,000 -ohm resistor R208
and the video i -f coil L206, wired in parallel,
have been inserted in the agc lead.

In the 1st sound amplifier stage, terminal
3 of the tone control R281 should be con-
nected to the junction of the resistor R277
and the capacitor C252 in the volume control
circuit.

North American Philips (Norelco)
Model PA -2A Duovue"

Figure 1 is a partial schematic diagram
of this model showing the circuit changes
made.

Fig. 1. Partial schematic of
the North American Philips
Model PA -2A tv receiver.
This circuit incorporates the
changes made in the most re-
cent production models of this
receiver.

Li E? IIC4
g .I -400V.

R7 93UH
L2

 2.4K
IOW,R6

Belmont Model 7DX21, Series C
The Series C model has the following

changes from the Series B model.
The i -f amplifier tubes, V6, V7 and V8,

have been changed from 6BA6s to 6AG5s.
The 6AG5 tubes have the suppressor grid tied
to the cathode internally so that R27 and
C51, R32 and C54, R36 and C60, the com-
ponents that formed the external connections
of the suppressor grid (pin 2) to the cathode
(pin 7) of the 6BA6s, have been deleted.

A choke, L27, has been added in the B +
supply for the 1st i -f amplifier, V6, and the
tuner chassis ; that is, the junction of the
red lead from the tuner chassis, R23, and R29,
is now wired to L27 which is connected to
the B + power supply.

A 10,000 -ohm resistor, R36, has been added,
connecting the suppressor grid (pin 6) to the
plate (pin 5) of the 2nd i -f amplifier tube,
V7. The part number of the new R36 is
C -9B1-74.

The resistor R108, the capacitor C115, and
the choke coil L9, which formerly connected
the plate (pin 6) of the 1st audio tube, V4,
to the minus side of the capacitors C27 and
C73, have been deleted.

The 2.2 megohm resistor, R95, has been
deleted from the voltage divider system just
before the focus control.

The capacitor C119, which connected the
red lead from the transformer to the minus
side of the capacitors C27 and C73, has been
deleted.

The following resistors and capacitors were
changed in value as shown below. The new
parts numbers are also given.
Symbol Part Numbers Description
R24 C -9B1.56 Resistor, 3,300 ohms, Y2 w,

10%
R26, 34, 35 C-981127 Resistor, 47 ohms, i/2 w, 5%
R31 C -9B1.83 Resistor, 56,000 ohms,

Y/2 w, 10%
R78 C-9131-90 Resistor, 220,000 ohms,

2 w, 10%
R80 C-981-100 Resistor, 1.5 megohms,

, %
R82, 99 C9B1"107 Resistor%iww,, megohms,

R97 C -9B1"242 Resistor, 3 megohms,
t/2 w, 10%

R98` C-981-103 Resistor, 2.7 megohms,

RiOS C"981104 Resistor%w,, 3.310%megohms,

R106 C-981.86 Resistoriw,, 1100,0%000 ohms,
,

C45, 46, 60 A4C"13962 Capacitmowor,10%5,000 /ttif,
100, 113 - ceramic

C49 C -8G-17349 Capacitor, 330 µjef, ceramic
093' C'8F3.241 Capacitor, ,470 µµf, 500 v,

s%
0101 13,8D-17699 Capacitor, .04 pf, 1,600 v.
0102 C'8G"13201 Capacitor, 1,000 AO,

ceramic
0103 C -8D-17555 Capacitor, .08 /cf, 400 v,

10%.
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360V.

TO
1 ,
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TO
4

PIN
TO

PIN

R17
3.3 ME'G.

7

MEG
I. 16
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RI5

22K
RI9 AUX.
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360V
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470K

±

R25
470K
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THE INSTRUMENT THAT DEMANDS

O VERA LL PERFORMANCE

°Q°lii.l SERIES 10-12

Electronclmic* Tube PERFORMANCE Tester
with 12 element free -point Master Lever Selector System

-PRrelacaN"
Tube Master

--TSEMIES ío-i_]---
. Tue4 ,we 6ATT4PY TEBi4R

MODEL 10-12-P (illustrated): in sloping,
portable hardwood case with tool com-
partment and hinged removable cover.
Sizes 133/4" x 171/4" x 63/4".____......$101.75

MODEL 10-12- C (Counter Type) $106.50
MODEL 10 -12 -PM (Panel Mount) $106.50

See the "Precision" Master
"Electronamic" Tube Testers
at leading Radio Equipment
Distributors. Write for new,
1952 "Precision" catalog.

AMFMTV

,7 ictm, , , C o f

To test modem tubes for only one
characteristic will not necessarily reveal
OVERALL PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES.
Modern tube circuits look for more than just
mutual conductance or other single factor.

It has been conclusively proven that even
though a tube may work well in one circuit,
it might fail to work in another-simply be-
cause different circuits demand different rel-
ative performance characteristics, such as
amplification factor, plate resistance, power
output, emissive capability, etc.

In the PRECISION "ELECTRONAMIC" Cir-
cuit, the tube under test is made to perform
under appropriately phased and selected
individual element potentials, encompassing
a wide range of plate family characteristic
curves. This COMPLETE PATH OF OPERA-
TION is electronically integrated by the
indicating meter circuit in the positive
performance terms of Replace -Weak -Good.

The efficiency of this "Electronamic" test
results from encompassing several funda-
mental tube characteristics, NOT JUST ONE.
Accordingly, when a tube passes this de-
manding OVERALL PERFORMANCE test, it
can be relied upon, to a very high degree,
to work satisfactorily.

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. T.M. 439.006

Compare these features
* Facilities to 12 element prongs.
* Filament voltages from 3/4 to 117 V.
* Tests Noval 9 pins; 5 and 7 pin

acorns; double -capped H.F. ampli-
fiers; low power transmitting tubes,
etc., regardless of filament or any
other element pin positions.

* Isolates each tube element regard-
less of multiple pin positions.

* Dual Hi -Lo short check sensitivity
for special purpose tube selection.

* Simplified, High Speed, 12 element
Short -Check system, uses consecu-
tive push-button switching.

* Battery Tests under dynamic load
conditions.

* 41/2" Full Vision Meter.
* Built-in Dual -Window, high speed,

geared roller chart.
* Free Replacement Roll Charts & sup-

plementary tube test data service.

PRECISION
r{Si 1UU!PM(Nr

c fitiuiafc'rl,7t'caracy

PRECISION APPARATUS CO., INC.
92-27 Horace Harding Boulevard, Elmhurst 14, New York

Export Division: 458 Broadway, New York 13, U.S.A.  Cables-Morhanex
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King Street, W., Toronto 2B

Convenient "PRECISION" Pur-
chase Terms can be arranged
with your local and favorite
authorized "PRECISION" Dis-
tributor.

AMFMTV
Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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Fringe Area TV
ANTENNA TOWER

i
The Tower

(Continued from page 1.)

The overall height of the antenna tower
plus the antenna mast is 101 feet. The tower
proper rises to 85 feet above the ground sur-
face, and is constructed of ten -foot sections. It
is triangular in shape, using three 1" o.d. steel
tubes with Vs" walls as uprights on 9" centers.
Steel straps 1/2" by 1/s" are welded cross-
wise and diagonally to the uprights.

The base of the tower extends for five feet
into, a sunken concrete block, 8 feet deep.
This mounting block tapers from 30" by 30"
at the bottom to 18" by 18" at the top (see
Fig. 2). Approximately 21/2 cubic yards of
cement were used for this base.

GROUND
SURFACE

18"

ANTENNA
 TOWER

, /)

Yi//ii///////////

5

\\ \\
CONCRETE

30"
BLOCK

Y
Fig: 2. Shown here is the concrete base into
which the antenna tower is set. The concrete

block itself is entirely under ground.

Guying

The tower under discussion in this article
had to be built to withstand winds which may
have a velocity of 100 to 125 miles per hour.
Such velocities are not uncommon in Jack-
son, Michigan; it is interesting to note that
the tower described here actually stayed up
in storms which carried away the anemometers
at nearby airports. The most important fac-
tor in keeping this tower up under severe
windstorms and snowstorms is the guying.

Seven sets of guy wires are used; each guy
wire is 7 x 36 Roebling steel bridge cable
with 60,000 pounds strain rating. The first
set (consisting of three guy wires, one from.
each upright) join the tower 30 feet above
the ground level. Interlocking Johnny Balls
are located at nonresonant lengths for the
tv and f -m frequencies. The next six sets of
guy wires are attached to the tower at seven
foot intervals along its height. Each set con-
sists of three guys segmented by additional
interlocking Johnny Balls. The uppermost
set of guys is attached to the tower ten feet
from the top. The various sets of guys and

their relative positions may be seen in Fig. 1.
A total of 2,400 feet of guy wire is used with
this tower.

The ground ends of the guys terminate in
three anchor posts. These are located at the
three apexes of an isosceles triangle, each
apex 38 feet from the center of the tower.
The plan is shown in Fig. 3. All guys from
the same tower upright go to the same anchor
post.

ANCHOR
POST

n

\ 
38°

\

\ 38

ANCHOR
POST

38' /
/

ANTENNA
TOWER

ANCHOR
POST

Fig. 3. Anchor post location plan, showing
the equilateral triangle formed by the three

anchor posts.

The anchor posts are 6" x 8" x " I
beams, 16 feet long. Each post is buried 8
feet in a concrete anchor block. These blocks
have the same dimensions as the one used for
the tower base.

Each guy wire contains a turnbuckle near
its anchor post; each turnbuckle is rated at
1,000 pound pull. Figure 4 shows one anchor
post and the various guy wires connected
to it.

Assembly of Tower
As was stated earlier, the tower is con-

structed of 10 -foot sections. The sections are
joined by means of 12" lengths of cold -rolled
steel rods. These extend 6 inches into each

Fig. 4. Closeup of one of the
showing the turnbuckles found

wire.

anchor posts
on each guy

13

of the uprights' of the sections that are joined.
The latter are kept in place by 1/4" machine
bolts inserted in holes through the tower up-
rights and connecting rods.

Actual erection of , such towers depends
upon the facilities available. In most cases
one of two methods is used : either the tower
is completely assembled on the ground (ex-
cept for the bottom section) and then raised
with a derrick and set upon the base section ;
or the tower is assembled one section at a
time in the correct vertical position. The
latter method requires the use of a steeple-
jack. As a matter of fact, the services of a
steeplejack are required annually to clean
and paint the tower with a rustproof paint.

The 85 -foot height of the antenna tower
was the result of a month of experimentation
to find the exact height within practical limits
which gave the maximum reception. Two
hydrogen -filled balloons were used to keep
aloft an experimental antenna. The height
of this combination was raised from 10 feet
above the ground to the 85 -foot height in
1 -foot steps. The antenna was kept at each
testing height for about two hours, and a
field strength test was made using a tele-
vision receiver located on the ground.

Atop the antenna is a glass ball which serves
as a light reflector to warn away approach-
ing aircraft. From the ground it resembles
an airplane beacon light. Two lightning ar-
restors are used: one is located where the
leadin from the antenna approaches the tower ;
the other, at the point where the transmission
line enters the house. Each leg of the tower
is grounded and has 1/4" drain holes drilled
slightly above the ground level.

Fig. 5. The four -bay, co -lateral antenna
mounted on the tower. Some such antenna is
usually necessary in fringe areas to obtain

maximum directional response.

The Antenna

The antenna proper is a Model 400 Finco
co -lateral (see Fig. 5). It is a 4 -bay array
with 12 driven elements for the high band and
8 driven elements for the low band. It re -

(Concluded on page 20.)
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Component Combinations
in Radio Receivers

(Continued from page 7.)

switch). In order to understand fully the
way the capacitor and resistor are combined,
let us refer to the enlarged drawing of this
C and R unit as illustrated in Fig. 3. From
this isometric cross-sectional drawing the in-
dividual resistor and capacitor are readily
evident.

ELECTRICAL
CONTACT

CARBON
RESISTOR

OUTSIDE METALLIC COATING

INSIDE METALLIC COATING

SOLDER

CERAMIC CAPACITOR

ELECTRICAL
CONTACT

Fig. 3 Enlarged isometric cross-section of the
R12 -C13 unit.

The interesting constructional details of
this unit, as well as of the others, is the
ceramic capacitor. The capacitor has two
separate metallic coatings. One coating is on
the inside of the ceramic cylinder and the
other coating on the outside of the ceramic.
These two metallic coatings represent the
plates of the capacitor. The exact amount of
capacitance represented by this capacitor is
determined by a number of factors. One fac-

Industry's OFFICIAL
Buying Guide of Radio -
Electronic -Television
parts and equipment.

 1100 Pages
Hard Cover
Fully Indexed
Over 75,000 Items

Over 7000 illustra-
tions

 Weight -5 lbs.
Size -0%4 x 1O3/á'
Serving the Industry
16 years

V-3
6BÁ6
FM -AM
I F AMP

5.4
6ÁU6

FM
I F AMP

C 3

3MMFI

T'_Jrºfllo
i

_;aók IS0' I

1-6 s-3_rDIODE
455 KC

4

C-19 -
.002T
MF 1I

T-7
Iu+nO
DET

2 10,7 MC 3

I e,?

1

IOOMMF R -I6

15K'r
_J

0R -I 1000 MMF

SOl,MMj C-Itl

SÓ t,fMf:',

47K

V-5
6ÁL5

FM RATIO SET

C-28
3MF

V-6
6ÁV6

AM SETO
1ST AF AMP

Fig. 4. Partial schematic of the Motorola radio chassis HS -211 and HS -230 with "CR" units.
Courtesy Motorola, Inc.

tor is the dielectric material separating the
two metallic coatings, which in this case is,
of course, the ceramic material. The distance
of separation between the metallic plates is

another factor-the smaller the distance, the
greater the capacitance. For the capacitor
under discussion this means the smaller the
thickness of the ceramic cylinder, the larger
the capacitance. The final factor in determin-
ing the value of the capacitance is the corn -

You'll find it
IF:ASTER

in the

MASTER;
No More

Files of

Small I I'
Loose

Catalogs and ,11

Publisher's price $6.50.
Available at special price
of $1.95 thru Parts
Jobbers who absorb part
of cost for privilege of
printing ed on cover.

Literature

When you BUY--SELL--SPECIFY
you must have the MASTER

This single volume replaces all other small catalogs
Over 90% of the products manufactured in the Radio -Electronic -Television
Parts and Equipment Industry are catalogued in this BIG 1100 page
MASTER Buying Guide. Complete descriptions, with specifications and
illustrations are written and compiled by each manufacturer covering
such products as: tubes, instruments, TV parts, transformers, capacitors,
resistors, test equipment, relays, coils and antenna equipment. Also, re-
cording and PA systems, intercoms, tools, hardware, switches and thou-
sands of associated products. IT'S YOUR "RADIO BIBLE -SAVES YOU
TIME AND MONEY.

BE MASTER-Minded-GET your copy NOW
NEW - 16th Edition available
from local Parts Distributor at
the special $1.95 price.

,i11111e i r ® - - _ r
Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.

mon area between the two metallic plates;
the greater this area, the higher the capaci-
tance. Since we are dealing with a cylindrical
capacitor, this area is dependent upon two
dimensions-the length of the metallic coat-
ings that are common to each other and the
diameter of the ceramic cylinder. The greater
this length and the larger the diameter, the
greater the area will be and, hence, the larger
the capacitance.

Coming back to Fig. 3, it can be seen that
the resistor is not inserted all the way into
the ceramic capacitor. At the right-hand end
of the unit some solder is inserted into the
ceramic cylinder and takes on the approximate
shape shown in the drawing. This solder is
used to make electrical contact between the
metal end of the resistor and the inside
metallic plate of the capacitor. In this man-
ner one end of the resistor and one end of
the capacitor are tied together. At the left-
hand side of the ceramic, a piece of wire is
wrapped around the outside of the capacitor
a few times and then soldered to the outside
metallic plate of the ceramic cylinder. This
connection serves as the other lead of the
capacitor. The metallic plates do not neces-
sarily cover the whole length of the ceramic.
The exact length is determined by the amount
of capacitance desired.

In the drawing of Fig. 3, the heavy lines
indicate the metallic coatings of the capacitor.
After assembly this completed C and R unit
is covered with a white coating of some in-
sulating material.

Two Capacitor-One
Resistor Combinations

The second unit of interest to us electrically
consists of two capacitors and one resistor
composing CR -1, in the partial schematic of
the Motorola radio chassis HS -211 and HS -
230 shown in Fig. 4. From the drawing of
this unit as shown in Fig. 5(A), and the
photograph shown in Fig. 5(C), it is difficult

(Continued on page 16.)
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Component Combinations

in Radio Receivers
(Continued from page 14.)

to conceive how it is equivalent to these three
circuit components. The schematic diagram
of this unit appears in Fig. 5 (B) . This three -
element unit only has three external leads.
Lead number 1, around the middle of the unit,
represents the common connection between the
two capacitor components. Each of the other
two leads represents the connection between
one end of the resistor and one plate of the
capacitor. Thus, there is a capacitance of
50 µµf between leads 1 and 2 and also between
leads 1 and 3 of the drawing of Fig. 5(A).
A 47,000 -ohm resistance can be measured be-
tween leads 2 and 3.

This unit is employed as the diode filter in
the a -m detector circuit of the receiver, as

(A)

47 K

(B)

5 0)of

3 5ONpf

Fig. 5. (A) Drawing of a unit composed of
two capacitors and one resistor. (B) Sche-
matic representation of this unit. (C) Photo-
graph of this unit.

can be seen in Fig. 4. When wiring this
special construction into the circuit, lead num-
ber 1 must be grounded. Since each capacitor
is 50 µµf in value, it does not matter which
of the other leads is connected to the detector
transformer ; even if leads 2 and 3 were inter-
changed, the circuit of this unit would still
be the same.

Let us examine the construction of this

Rider Manuals
TV8 and VOLUME 22

Now availoble...TVS, the largest, informa-
tion -packed Television Manual ever pub-
lished . by Rider. Contains approximately
600 models of 52 manufacturers. This
manual completely covers all the vital dato
on production runs through September 1951..

Included are chassis views, voltages, resist-
ance readings, troubleshooting test patterns,
complete alignment procedures...All this.>S
and much more ...indexed and organized
to make your servicing faster ...easier...
more profitable.

2,684 pp., 12 X 15 . $24.00

Just published also...Rider's AM -FM Vol-
ume 22. Completely covers all production
runs of 62 manufacturers from November '

1950 'through August 1951. Includes all
available authorized service -data on .AM -
FM, auto radios, record changers, tuners
and recorders...plus.an by -to -dote Index
for Volumes 16 through 22.

1,520 pp., 9 X 111/2 $18.00

Now available at your jobber.'

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
New York 13, New York

double capacitor and resistor combination, A
detailed isometric cross-sectional drawing ap-
pears in Fig. 6. A single carbon resistor and
one ceramic cylinder is used to form this
special filter network. The interesting thing
about this unit is the method of plating the
ceramic.

The outside of the ceramic is covered with
a metallic coating, as shown by the heavy solid
line in the drawing. The inside of the ceramic
also has a metallic coating, as indicated by
the heavy lines ; however, this coating is not
continuous but is split at the center. Consider-
ing the ceramic capacitor as is we find that
we have three separate plates.

Centered inside the ceramic cylinder is the
carbon resistor. At each end of the unit some
solder is inserted. Each end of the resistor,
therefore, makes" electrical contact with a

separate metallic plate at the inside of the
ceramic. A piece of wire is wound around
the outside of the ceramic and soldered to the
metallic coating. This latter wire is centered
on the unit. From the drawing of Fig. 6 we
find:

1. That the outside metallic coating
represents the common plate of
the two capacitors, with' the
center wound wire as its con-
necting lead.

2. That a capacitance exists between
either end of the unit (which
represents a connection between
one end of the resistor and one of
the other plates of the capacitor)
and the center lead. This capaci-
tance is determined primarily by
the common area of the two metal-
lic plates of the capacitor, the dis-
tance between the plates, and the
length of the inside metallic plate.

OUTSIDE METALLIC COATING
ELECTRICAL CONTACT

INSIDE METALLIC COATING

SOLDER SOLDER

CERAMIC CAPACITOR CARBON
RESISTOR

ELECTRICAL
CONTACT

Fig. 6. Detailed isometric cross-section of the
unit composed of two capacitors and one
resistor.

After assembly this unit is covered with a
white insulating coating similar to the other
C and R unit.
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Parallel Capacitor -Resistor Unit

A drawing of the CR -2 unit in the Motorola
schematic as it normally appears is shown at
(A) in Fig. 7, in conjunction with its sche-
matic diagram which appears in part (B).
It consists of a single carbon resistor inserted

ISO OHMS

1O,0ó pf (B)

Fig. 7. Drawing and schematic of the Mo-
torola CR -2 unit.

inside a ceramic capacitor. In this unit, how-
ever, there are only two exposed leads indi-
cating that the resistor and capacitor are
already in parallel. Each end of the resistor
is soldered to a different plate of the capacitor.
A detailed isometric cross-sectional drawing
of this unit appears in Fig. 8. The heavy lines
on the ceramic indicate the metallic plate of
the capacitor. The interesting detail about
this unit is the method of making contact
between each end of the resistor and the
plates of the capacitor.

ELECTRICAL CONTACT

OUTSIDE METALLIC COATING

SOLDER INSIDE METALLIC COATING
ELECTRICAL

CONTACT

SOLDER

CERAMIC CAPACITOR CARBON
RESISTOR

Fig. 8. Cross-sectional diagram of the CR -2
unit.

At the right-hand end, the solder which is
inserted inside the capacitor makes electrical
contact between the inside plate of the capaci-
tor and the resistor. The left-hand end of the
unit has the same physical appearance as the
right end. However, from Fig. 8 we see that
the outside metallic plate of the capacitor is
flush to the left-hand end of the ceramic and
continues for a short distance on the inside of
the ceramic, but does not make contact with
the inside metallic coating. By placing some
solder inside this end of the capacitor, there
is effectively an electrical contact between the
outside plate and the other end of the resistor.
The capacitance of the capacitor is determined
in the same manner as that of Fig. 3.

Units such as these will probably be used
in greater quantities as time goes on. From
the manufacturing viewpoint, their use saves
time in assembly operations. For example,
the three components of the diode filter of
Fig. 5 would normally require 6 separate con-
nections, 2 for each component; but only 3
are required with this special unit.

This also means that the serviceman would
have less work to do if all of the components
have to be changed. However, this is not the
usual case. Thus, if any one, element in these
special C and R units were to become de-
fective, the complete unit would have to be
changed. If these special units are not avail-
able, then standard components of proper size
and ratings can be used if there is enough
space for them.

- END -
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flEF5 TfIE

Solder -seal con-
struction formerly
used only in costly,
large metal -en-
cased capacitors.

Enlarged cut -away
view of Sprague Telecap.

This exclusive hollow eyelet
terminal permits OIL impregna-
tion after the capacitor is molded.

Sprague da molding keeps
the high purity paper and
foil windings uncontami-
nated during manufacture.

that makes
SPRAGUE TELECAPS'

outperform and outlast
other molded tubulars

Actual, on-the-job performance proves the superi-
ority of Sprague "Black Beauties" beyond question.
To find the secret that explains just why they're so
much better, however, you've got to see inside of a
Telecap itself.

The big feature is that every Sprague Telecap is
molded into íts sturdy Bakelite phenolic shell while
its windings are still dry. Any chance of contamina-
tion by moisture or dust during manufacture is avoided.
After molding, the capacitor is vacuum -impregnated
with mineral oil through a tiny eyelet. The lead is
then inserted, the terminal is solder-sealed-and you
have, a capacitor that has maximum resistance to heat
and moisture ... extra high insulation resistance and
superior capacitance stability. In short, a capacitor that
brings you premium quality at no extra cost!

. And that's the secret behind the fact that Sprague
Telecaps are more widely used by leading television
set makers ... and why they're first choice of service
technicians who value their reputations for good work!

Write for "Telecap" Bulletin. It's free!

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
55 Marshall Street

NORTH ADAMS MASSACHUSETTS

BLACK BEAUTY

TELECAPS''
TELEVISION'S MOST WIDELY USED

MOLDED TUBULARS
Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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REPLACEMENT:
Tung -Sol Tubes keep service standards
up to set manufacturers' specifications.

INITIAL EQUIPMENT:
Tung -Sol Tubes meet the highest
performance requirements of
set manufacturers.

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta

Chicago Dallas Denver Detroit Los Angeles Newark

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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How to Save on Aspirin in
TV Servicing

What protection exists for the tv service
shop when, after it pulls a defective tv chassis
containing an old picture tube, the picture
tube burns out while the set is being serviced,
without any negligence on the part of the
service technician. How can the shop owner
convince the set owner that the tube went
West, and still be free from responsibility?
It's going to take a lot of arguing to convince
the customer who must buy a new tube that
the shop is not at fault.

Maybe these incidents do not occur too
frequently, but even isolated cases may be
extremely annoying, if not expensive. If pos-
sible every tv shop should carry insurance
against costs of this kind. Insurance is a

part of the overhead and should be figured
as such. Another protective measure is the
use of a release form which the set owner
signs when the chassis is taken to the shop.
This in turn means giving the customer a
receipt for the chassis showing the serial
number of the picture tube.

Records for the Customers
While on the subject of receipts,it may

be wise to give some thought to a receiver
operating record which is left with the cus-
tomer at the time the receiver is pulled.
Many service calls are made to remedy de-
fects in the receiver which show up on a
single tv channel while the receiver operates
satisfactorily on the other channels. In such
cases, much future argument can be avoided
by checking the performance of the set on
all available channels and leaving a written
record of the performance with the customer.
A duplicate is delivered to the service depart-
ment with the defective chassis.

When the receiver is returned and installed
the improvements in reception are called to
the attention of the set owner. If the receiv-
ing conditions are such that the pictures on
some channels are not all they should be be-
cause of effects external to the receiver, the
written record left with the customer will
prove that this condition existed before ser-
vicing and is not attributable to the service-
man.

Understandably, such records can not be
left when the receiver is completely dead,
but even then it does no harm to leave a
report of the condition of the set. Such a
report would state which tubes indicate active
heaters by glowing or a rise in temperature
of the metal housing, and which do not.

In recording the preserviced condition of
a receiver make certain to examine the pie -

SPECIFICATIONS
Supplied ready to operate, complete with tubes,
antennas, speaker and all necessary hardware for
mounting in a table cabinet or console, including
escutcheon. Power consumption -105 watts.

Chassis Dimensions: 131/2" wide x 81/2" high x 10"
deep.

Carton Dimensions: (2 units) 20 x 141/2 x 103/4
inches.

Net Weight: 17 pounds each.

Sold through your favorite parts distributor.

WRITE FOR CATALOG KD12
AND NAME OF NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR.

ture-tube screen for ion spots and record the
visible condition of the screen. Somehow or
other the public is always more critical after
a repair job than before the service technician
is called. In more than one case, the customer
will notice a brown spot on the tube of his
set after it has been serviced and accuse the
serviceman of switching his tube, when in
reality the spot had been there all the time.

It is also wise to record any damage that
is noticed on the cabinet or the receiver hous-
ing, even if only the chassis is pulled. Why
make repairs on the cabinet if they are not
brought on by your handling?

There are several methods by which the
details of record making may be handled ;
whichever way is selected depends upon per-
sonal preference. The important point is to
leave some sort of a record. Incidentally,
the record should show the serial number of
the receiver, and the manufacturer.

Above all, the service shop should absolve
itself of all responsibility relative to the con-
dition of any of the components contained
within the chassis at the time that the chassis
is pulled. A word-of-mouth statement is in-
sufficient protection against future difficulties.
Have everything in writing, if possible. It
requires a few more minutes of time in the
home but it's worth it in the long run.

The man who uses
RIDER WFi[rs & MANUALS

makes more money!
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Techni-Quiz
Here are some questions you may use
to test yourself on your electronics
know how. The correct answers to
these questions are on page 20.

1. Appearance of a scanning raster on the tv
picture tube but no image, accompanied by
sound from the loudspeaker, indicates
probable failure in the :

(a) r -f stages ,

(b) vertical sync system
(c) video i -f system
(d) low -voltage supply.

2. When the background shading of the pic-
ture becomes darker and the larger objects
smear, first check the :
(a) video low -frequency compensating

network
(b) high -frequency compensating network
(c) horizontal sync system
(d) video i -f system.

3. If a choice must be made it is preferable
to match a transmission line to the antenna
rather than to the receiver. True or False?

4. A light vertical strip down the left hand
edge of the picture probably means a :

(a) bad horizontal output tube
(b) defective damping tube
(c) faulty horizontal drive control.

5. To what frequency should the signal gen-
erator be adjusted when aligning the limiter
stage of an f -m receiver?

6. The minimum required bandwidth of the
i -f circuits of an f -m receiver is :

(a) 50 kc (b) 4 me (c) 150 kc.

ATTENTION! RADIO SERVICEMEN
THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF OUT-MODED
RADIOS IN YOUR "BACK YARD" JUST WAITING
TO BE REPLACED ... AT YOUR SUGGESTION

Here is the custom-built AM -FM chassis
that means BIGGER PROFITS for you!

The NEW ESPEY model 51 1-C
FEATURES

1. AC Superheterodyne AM -FM Receiver.
2. Improved Frequency Modulation Circuit, DriftCompensated.
3. 12 tubes plus rectifier and Pre -Amp Tubes.4. 4 dual purpose tubes.
5. Treble Tone control.
6. 6 -gang tuning condenser.
7. Full -range bass tone control.
8. High Fidelity AM -FM Reception.
9. Automatic volume control.
10. 10 watts (max.) Push -Pull Beam Power AudioOutput.
11. 12 -inch PM speaker with Alnico V Magnet.
12. Indirectly illuminated Slide Rule Dial.
13. Smooth, flywheel tuning.
14. Antenna. for AM and folded dipole antennafor FM Reception.
15. Provision for external antennas.
16. Wired for phonograph operation with switch

for crystal or reluctance pick-up.
17. Multi -tap output trans., 4-8-500 ohms.
18. Licensed by RCA and Hazeltine.
19. Subject to RMA warranty, registered codesymbol #174.

Makers of fine radios since 1928.

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.

TEL. TRatalgar 9.7000

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
528 EAST 72nd STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.,
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Fringe Area I v

ANTENNA TOWER
(Continued from page 13.)

ceives channels 2, 4, and 7 from Detroit,
channel 3 from Kalamazoo, channel 5 from
Chicago, channel 6 from Lansing, channel 9
from Cleveland, and channel 13 from Toledo.

The transmission line feeding the antenna
is home -constructed open -wire line designed
for three -hundred ohms.

The antenna mast is approximately 24 feet
long and is made of 1W' o.d. spring steel
tubing, the type used for making still coils.

A rotator is used with the antenna to ob-
tain the maximum directional resporfse. This
rotator is located 4 feet below the top of the
tower, on a shelf welded to the tower inside
the triangle formed by the uprights. A thrust
bearing located at the top of the tower sup-
ports the weight of the antenna mast. The
shell of the antenna rotator is grounded.

-END-

AT YOUR JOBBER NOW
RIDER TV VOLUME 8

RIDER RADIO VOLUME XXII

63,500
Da ?/aa qlacee
'7eme % 7I ,?

If so, you do not need the

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

MASTER INDEX
These indexes are indispensable to

Librarians
 Engineers
 Management
 Government Officials
 Patent Attorneys

Instructors
 Students
 Authors

There are 63,500 references to articles
published from 1925 through 1949, includ-
ing foreign and domestic magazines,
journals, proceedings, declassified govern-
ment documents, technical house organs,
texts, and U. S. Patents, etc., giving a
complete source of information pertain-
ing to electronic and allied fields.
1925-1945 edition-(15,000 entries) $17.50

1935-1945 edition-(10,000 entries) áI0.00
1946 entries) $14 50edition-(7,500
1947-1948 edition -(18,500 entries) $1960
1949 edition-(12,500 entries) $1750

Electronics ResearchPublishing Company,lnc.
Dept. 55 480 Canal St., New York 1 3, N. Y.

AIEE to Present Basic
TV Lectures

The American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers (AIEE) will present a series of six
lectures on "TV Servicing Fundamentals for
Engineers," in New York City on Monday
evenings at 7 P.M. starting on January 14,
1952. The course will be given on a basic
level and is intended primarily for engineers
with a slight knowledge of electronics who
wish to learn about television receivers and
home servicing.

Each lecture will be presented by a differ-
ent speaker who is well qualified on his sub-
ject. The speakers are Mr. Seymour D.
Uslan, Managing Editor of . John F. Rider
Publisher, Inc.; Mr. Eugene Anthony, Prod-
ucts Service Manager, General Electric Co.;
Mr. Archer H. Smith, Senior Instructor,
RCA Institutes, Inc.; Mr. Carl J. Quirk,
Technical Supervisor, Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc.; Mr. Bron Kutny, As-
sistant Manager Field Engineering, Emerson
Television Corp.; and Mr. Walter H. Buchs-
baum, TV Consultant, "Radio and Television
News."

The individual topics to be discussed at the
various meetings and the speakers presenting
them are listed below:

General tv receiver, block diagram
(Mr. Anthony)

Antennas, transmission lines, front
end and sound system (Mr. Uslan)

Video i -f, detector, and amplifier cir-
cuits (Mr. Kutny)

Sync, sweep, and power supply cir-
cuits and picture tube (Mr. Buchs-
baum)

TV receiver troubles (Mr. Smith)
Troubleshooting external interfer-

ence, UHF and color television
(Mr. Quirk).

For further information regarding this
course write to Mr. R. Y. Atlee, Engineering
Supervisor, A.D.T. Company, Inc., 155 Sixth
Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.

INDEX OF CHANGES
Model Page Number

Successful Rider Manuals'''.
Servicing From Thru

TELEVISION CHANGES

Belmont 7DX21, Series C 11 2.6 2.13
*211 2.25

C3-1
C4-1

Du Mont RA -105B, Sussex;
RA -108A, Bradford, Mansfield 11 4-5 4.14

Emerson Ch. 120134-H 11 7-1 7-10

North American Philips (Norelco),
PA -2A Duovue 11 5-1 5.3

Sylvania 5130B, 5130M, 5130W,
5140B, 5140M, Ch. 1-290 11 6.1 6-14

RADIO CHANGES

Emerson 646A, 646B 24 21-22 21-27

General Electric 600, 601, 603, 604 '24 21-57 21-60
C22-4

740 24 21-65 21-68

752, 753 24 21-69 21-74
C22-4

The Largest Selling

LIGHTNING ARRESTER
At Any Price!

NO. AT 1 O1

APPROVED

Protects Home and TV `
2%°Set Against Lightning `1ST

Hazards
U.S. Patent No. D-4664

Installs anywhere
 No wire stripping, cutting or

splicing
(Complete with strop and ground wire.)
OVER 1,000,000 IN USE TODAY!

See Your Jobber or Write for
Form No. 84

MANUFACTURING CO., lee.
61 I9M te.. /MINIM, RROOKLVN 4, N. V.

FIRST In rd.dtlon An, 88888

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering
advertising.

RCA 8V90, Ch. RC -618, RC618A;
8V91, Ch. RC -616A, RC -616H 24 19-16 19-2

C20-9
C21-8
C22-5

24 21-26 21-3United Motors, 416387 Packard

United Motors Service (Delco)
R41408, R-1409
R-1410

Westinghouse H -316C7, H -317C7,
H -326C7

H -328C7

24 16-3 16.4
24 19-21 19.2

24 21.18 21-2
C227 C22É

24 22-4 22S

1The Rider Manual Page Numbers given under Tel
vision Changes are for Rider TV Manuals. The volun
number is the number preceding the dash. Volume nut
hers preceded by an asterisk () apply to the 81/2" by 1
page size Manual only.

The Rider Manual Page Numbers given under Rad
Changes are for Rider AM -FM Manuals. The volun
number is the number preceding the dash.

Answers to TECHNI-QUIZ on page 1'
1. (c)
2. (a)
3. False
4. (b)
5. i -f of receiver
6. (c)

High -Voltage Tubular Ceramic
Capacitors

Electrical Reactance Corporation (an Aero-
vox subsidiary) has just added a new type
of high -voltage tubular ceramic capacitor to
their Hi -Q brand line. The type name of
these new capacitors is SI -TV. They are
available in eleven capacitance values from
4.7 to 47 µµf, all with a 6,000 volt rating

5

o

e

o
e
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MOST HYTRON TOOLS
AVAILABLE AGAIN!

Materials shortages are tough. But most of the Hytron tools
are available now. Only the 7 -Pin and 9 -Pin Straighteners will
be scarce. Aluminum and stainless steel are tight ...and we
won't give you an inferior tool.

A word to the wise: order now while these famous tools are
available. Put them to work for you. They'll save your time
... temper ... dollars. Order today from your Hytron jobber.

Pick -Up Stick, 54 net

Probing Tweezers, 354 net

Tube Tapper, 54 net

Soldering Aid, 494 net

Tube Puller,

754 net

7 -Pin and 9 -Pin
Straighteners,
554 ea. net

Auto Radio Tool,
244 net

4,000,000
PICTURE TUBE

REPLACEMENTS

COMING!

Get YOUR Share!
Over 4,000,000 TV sets are now over two years old. Just as electric -
light bulbs dim with age, the picture tubes in these sets are failing.

A tremendously profitable replacement market (conversions too)
is now yours for the selling. And you have lots to sell when you sell
CBS-Hytron picture tubes: The original studio -matched rectangular
- made in the world's most modern picture -tube plant.

You get better than new set performance with greatly improved
tubes. A new black face for better contrast. Convenience of the
Hytron Easy Budget Plan. And a generous six -months -from -date -
of -sale guarantee. A guarantee you can depend on ... because it is
backed by CBS-Hytron.

Go after your share of this tempting business now! Remember: de-
mand for TV picture and receiving tubes is expected to exceed sup-
ply. Military requirements and serious materials shortages are the
reason. Tubes in your stock will be better than gold. Don't over-
buy, but buy enough. CBS-Hytron will do its utmost to help you.

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.

MAIN OFFICE: SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS
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BELMONT (RAYTHEON)\ Model Pack 27

\C-11048, THE CONSOLE (CH.
12AX27)

C-1401 (CH. 14AX21)

%C-1602 (CH. 16AX23, 16AX25,
6)\ C-1602J,2SERIES C (CH. 16AX29)

Ri M-11056, THE SUBURBAN (CH.

/11
12AX27)

M-1106, THE ROVER (CH.

M-1107, THE BELMONT (CH.

;\ M-1402, M-1403, M-1404 (CH.

14AX21)\ M-1601 (CH. 16AX23, 16AX25,
16AX26)

P-301, SERIES B (CH. 7DX22P)
RC -1405 (CH. 14AX21)

BENDIX
Model Pack 27

T170, 2051, 2060, 2070, 3051,
6001, 6003, 6100, 7001

í CAPEHART
S Model Pack 27

3005-M (CH. (-279, CX-32)
3008-M (CH. C-278, CX-32)
3011-B, 3011-M, 3012-B, 3012-M

(CH. C-281, CX-33)
CT -27, CT -37, CT -38, CT -39,; CT -45 (CH. CX-33DX)

CROSLEY
Model Pack 17\\ 9-422M-LD, 9-423M-LD

10-401, 10-414MU, 10-416MU,

0 10-416M1U, 10-419MU, 10-\ 429MU\ RCD. CH. 700E-33/45
DU-17PDB, DU-17PDM,\ DU-

17PHB, DU-17PHM, DU -17-
PHN, DU-17PHN1 (CH. 359)

DU-20CDM, DU-20CHB, DU -

11e 20CHM, DU-20C0B, DU -20-

COM (CH. 357)
DU-20PDM (CH. 363)

1. RCD. CH. V-950

Model PACK 18\ 10-404MU, 10-404M1U
10-412MU, 10-418MU
10-421MU, 10-428MU

11-441MU (CH. 320)\ 11-442M1U, 11-444MU ((H. 331)

11-443MU (CH. 323)\ 11-453 (CH. 331)
11-454MU, 11.458MU (CH. 323)
11-460MU (CH. 331)
11-461WU (CH. 320)\
11-47081), 11-472B1U (CH. 331)
11-471BU (CH. 320)

"itt 11-473BU (CH. 323)
11-474BU (CH. 331)
11-476BU (CH. 325, 325-1,

325-2)
11-4836U (CH. 331)

11-484MU (CH. 323)
RCD. CH. V-950

RIDER TV Tu -Fue RELEASES

DUMONT
Model PACK 18

RA -117-A1, SUMTERs RA -117-A3, CARLTON
RA -117 -AS, STRATHMORE
RA -117-A6, ANDOVER
RA -117-A7, PARK LANE

ELECTRO VOICE\ Model Pack 26

IR 3000, Booster
EMERSON

ki Model Pack 26
614D (CH. 120095-B), 637A (CH.

120095-B), 649A (CH. 120094-

tve
A), 6508 (CH. 120118-B),
6546 (CH. 120118.8)

661B (CH. 120134-8, 120134-0)
6628, 6638 (CH. 120127-B,

120128-B)
6658 (CH. 120131-B), 666B

1 (CH. 120135-B)
6678, 6688 (CH. 120134.8,

1201344)

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, Inc. . . . 480 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

y////U/J/U///////J/////1//////1111/1 /'l//1//I//o/////1NW////U//o//////o////i///////////1//////r/H///11/11/
//n////O/007/17//171101 /J INA'

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

available
JANUARY, 1952

6696 (CH. 120129-B), 674B (CH.
120134-G), 6756 (CH. 120129-
B)

6766, 680D, 681B (CH. 120140-
13, 120140-G, 120140-H)

6778, 6788 (CH. 120134-8)
684B, 6858 (CH. 120134-B)
686D (CH. 120140-B, 120140-G,

120140-H)
688B, 689B, 6908 (CH. 120129-

B)

FADA
Model Pack 32

R-1025, R-1050, 5-1015, S-1020,
S-1030

5-1055
5-1055X, 5-1060, 5-1065
56C55, 56070, 56765, S7C20,

S7C30, S7C20, S7C30, Revised
S7C70, 57165
520010, 520720
42.55, 42.64, Tuners used with

'S' Series

FREED
Model Pack 32

54, 55, 56 (CH. 16200
68 (CH. 1620()

101, 102, 103, 104 (CH. 1900)

GAMBLE-SKOGMO (CORONADO)
Model Pack 32

94TV2 - 43 - 8972A, 95TV2 - 43 -
8973A

94TV2 - 43 - 8987A, 94TV2. 43 -
8993A, 941V2.43 -8994A,

941V6.43 -8953A

Model Pack 31

OSRA4.43-8935A
05TV1-43-9014A (CH. 16AY210)
05TV2 - 43 - 8950A, 05TV2.43 -

9010A
05TV6.43.8935A
15RA2-43-9105# (CH. 16AY210)
15TV1 -43-8958A, 15TV1 -43-

9020A, 15TV1-43-9021A

GA ROD
Model Pack 19

12(4, 1205, 1272, 1273, 1276
(94 SERIES)

14(4 (94 SERIES)
14(T4 (97, 98 SERIES)

1472, 1476, 16(4, 16(5, 16(6

(94 SERIES)
16(14, 16(15 (97, 98 SERIES)

1672, 1613 (94 SERIES)
19(6, 19(7 (97, 98 SERIES)

1042, 1042G Late, 1042GÚ,

1042T Late

1043, 1043G Late, 1043GÚ,

1043T Late
1142 Late, 1143 Late

1244, 12440 Late,

12447 Late, 1244TX

1245, 12450 Late,

12457 Late, 12457X

1344 Late, 1345 Late,
1546, 1546G Late,

15467 Late

1547, 1547G Late,

15477 Late

1548, 1548G Late,

15487 Late

1549, 1549G Late,

15497 Late

1646 Late, 1647 Late, 1648

Late, 1649 Late, 1671 (97, 98
SERIES)

1672, 1673, 1674, 1675 (97, 98

SERIES)
1900 (97, 98 SERIES)
1974, 1975 (97, 98 SERIES)

20421 Late, 20437 Late
25461 Late, 2547T Late, 25487

Late, 2549T Late

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Model Pack 19

10(101, 10(102, 1071, 10T4,

1075, 1076, 12(101, 12(102,

12(105

1244GU,

1245011,

1348
1546GU,

1547GU,

1548GÚ,

15496U,

(B 160, 1606, 162, 163 (CH. 101)
170 (CH. 101A)
173

902, 903, 910, 911 (CH. 103)

1400, 14006 (CH. 100)
1401 (CH. 105)

1600, 1600B (CH. 101)
1605, 16056, 1610, 16108 (CH.

102)

1700C, 17010, 1720, 1721

119CM, 119CDM (CH. 112107)
119M5A, 119M5D, 119M50,

119M51, 119M5M, 119M5R
(CH. 112114)
119M51, 119M5M, 119M511

321CD2M, 321CD20, FUTURA,
321 SERIES (CH. 112127)

321CF, 321C2M, CAVALIER (CH.
112127)

RCD. CH. WEBSTER 100
SYLVANIA

Model Pack 25
25M (CH. 1-387-1)
71M-1, 728.1, 72M-1 (CH.

1-502-1)
746-1, 74M-1 (CH. 1-437-1)
758, 75M (CH. 1.437.1)
RCD. CH. VM-950

Model Pack 23
72M, 73M (CH. 1-366)
4120M, 41306 (CH. 1-260,

1-261)
4130E (CH. 1-260)
4130M, 4130W (CH. 1-260,

1-261)
6110X (CH. 1-261)
6120B, 6120M, 6120W (CH.

1-260, 1.261)
61308, 6130M, 6130W (CH.

1-260, 1-261)
7110X (CH. 1.366)
7110X8 ((H. 1-441)
7110XF (CH. 1.366-66)
7110XFA (CH. 1.442)
7111M (CH. 1-441)
7111MA (CH. 1.366)
7120B, 7120M, 7120W (CH.

1-366)
71208F, 7120MF, 7120WF (CH.

1-366-66)
7120MFA ((H. 1-442)
71308, 7130M, 7130W (CH.

1.366)
7130BF, 7130MF, 7130WF (CH.

1.366-66)
7130MFA (CH. 1.442)
7140MA, 7140WA (CH. 1-437)

WESTINGHOUSE
Model Pack 21

H-618716 (CH. V-2150-186, V-
2150-186A, V-2150-186(, V-
2150-186CA)

H -620K16, H -622K16 (CH. V-
2150-186, V-2150-1866, V-
2150-186C, V-2150-18601)

H -625T12 (CH. V-2150-197)
H-626716 (CH. V-2172)
H -627K16, H -628K16, H -629K16

(CH. V-2171)
H -630T14 (CH. V-2176)
H -636T17 (CH. V-2175)
H-637714 (CH. V-2177)
H -638K20 (CH. V-2178)
H -643K16 (CH. V-2179, V-

2179-1)
H -648T20, H-652020 (CH. V-

2201-1)
H -660C17, H-661(17 (CH. V-

2203-1)
H -662K20 (CH. V-2201-1)

ZENITH
Model Pack 21

120268 (CH. 20122)
12027E, 120278, 12029E,

J2029R, 12030E, 12030R (CH.
20521)

12040E, J2042R, J2043R,
12044E, J2044R (CH. 20521)

J2051E, 12053R, J2054R,
12055R (CH. 20J22)

1212612 (CH. 21121)
12127E, 12127R, 12129E,

12129R, 12130E, J2130R (CH.
21120)

12140E, 121428, 12143R, `
12144E, J2144R (CH. 21J20)k

12151E, 12153R, 12154R, k
12155R (CH. 21121)

12868R, 13069E (CH. 20121)
12968R, 13169E (CH. 21120) \

12(107, 12C108, 12(109

VERSION)
1201, 1271, 1273, 1274; 1273,

1214 (B VERSION)
16(113, 16(116, 1673, 1614
17(101, 17(102, 815

RCD. CH. GE P14

Model Pack 31

1277

14(102, 14(103, 1472, 1413
16(110, 16(111, 16(115

1601, 1602, 1611, 1612
ENERAL INSTRUMENT
Model Pack 31

45, ELECTUNER

IALLICRAFTERS
Model Pack 28

745, 747, 748, 750, 751, 760,
761 (CH. D919120)

818

832, 833 (CH. 1919120)
810A, 815, 822, 870, 871, 880
148086, Preliminary

0FFMAN
Model Pack 29

TUNER
630, 631 (CH. 159)

630, 631 (CH. 170)

632, 633 ((H. 160)
632, 633, 634, 635 (CH. 171)

866, 867, 868 (CH. 171)
866A, 867A, 868A (CH. 173)
810, 871, 872 (CH. 170)

876, 877, 878 (CH. 171)
876A, 877A, 878A (CH. 173)
890, 891, 892 (CH. 175)

RF-6, RF-7, RF-6, TUNERS
246707, 24M708 (CH. 187, 1876,

187C)

836, 837, 840 (CH. 153)

847, 848, 849 (CH. 156)

856, 857, 858 (CH. 153)

860, 861, 862 (CH. 157)
946, 947, 948 (CH. 164)

950, 951, 952 (CH. 172)
950A, 951A, 952A (CH. 174)

960, 961, 962 (CH. 176)

KAYE-HALBERT
Model Pack 30

231, 232, 233 (CH. 231, 242)
234, 239, HIDEAWAY (CH. 231,

242)
235, 240, WINDSOR (CH. 231,

242)

236, NORMANDY (CH. 231, 242)
231, CAMBRIDGE (CH. 231, 242)
238, 731, 733 (CH. 231, 242)

MAGNAVOX
Model Pack 30

CT -232, CT -236, C7-239, CT -240,

C7-244, CT -245, C1.246, CH.

C7-247, CT -248, CT -249, CH.

CT -250, CT -251, CH.

CT -252, CT -253, CT -255, CH.

CT -257, CT -258, CT -259, CT -260

CT -262, C7-263, C1-264, C7-265,

CT -266, CT -267, CT -269

(SERIES 103 CH.)
CT -270, C7-271, CT -272, CT -273,

CT -274, CT -275, C7-276, CT -

277, CT -278, CT -279, CT -280,

CT -281, 1-282
CT -283, CT -284, CT -285, C1-286,

CT -287, CT -288, CT -289, (7-

290, CT -291, CT -293, CT -294,

CT -297 (SERIES 103 CH.)

CT -295, CT -296

MAJESTIC
Model Pack 30

7P1, 7P2, 7P3, 7P10, 7P11 (CH.
101A)

7PR12, 7PR13 (CH. 101C)

9P4, 9P5 (CH. 103)
9PR8, 9PR9 (CH. 103A)
17DA, 17GA, 17HA (CH. 101D)
120, 121, 1216 (CH. 99)
141, 1416 (CH. 100)

141C (CH. 1016)

142, 1426 (CH. 100)
143

1710 (CH. 101A)

HILCO
Model Pack 22

50-T1483

50-T1600, 50-71632, 50-11633

(CODE 122)
50-71630 (CODE 121)
50-T1630 (CODE 122)
51-114438, 51-714431, 51-

71443M
51-71443PL, 51-T1443PM, 51-

T1443PW
51-71443X, 51-T1443XL
51-71601, 51-116017, 51.71602

(CODES 121, 122)
51-71634 (CODES 123, 124)
52-71810, 52-71812, 52.71840,

52.71842, 52.11844, 52-

71882, 52-T2110, 52-12142
(CODES 122, 123)

RCD. CH. M-22
HILHARMONIC
Model Pack 22

C-6161, 1.616, 1116, 5816

ILOT
Model Pack 20

TV -125, TV -161, TV -163, TV -165
RCA
Model Pack 20

97256 (CH. KCS38C)
9TW309 (CH. KC541.1)
9TW390 (CH. KCS31-1)
51000 (CH. KCS31.1)

SPARTON
Model Pack 24

5025, 5026, 5076 (CH. 2655160)

50256A, 50758A (CH. 2655170)
5029, 5030 (CH. 26SD160)

5035, 5036, 5037 (CH.

26551601)
50766A, 5077BÁ (CH. 26SS170)
507668 (CH. 26SS1606)
5077 ((H. 2655160)

50776 (CH. 26551606)
507866, 507968, 5080B8 (CH.

26SD170, DELUXE)
5079, 5080 (CH. 2650160)
50798 (CH. 2650170, DELUXE)
5082, 5083 (CH. 2650170)
5082, 5083 (CH. 26SD170X,
26SD170XP)

5085, 5086 (CH. 25RD190)
5088, THE WESTMONT (CH.

2650170)

5089 (CH. 2650170)

5090, THE SPARCRAFT (CH.

2650170)

5101, 5102, 5103 (CH. 2655170,

2655170P)

5104, 5105 (CH. 26551700,

26551700P)
5152, 5153, 5154 (CH. 2655170,

2655170P)

5155, 5156, 5157 (CH.

2650170X, 265D170XP)
5158 (CH. 2650170, 26SD170P)
5170, 5171 (CH. 2550201)

5182, 5183, 5188, 5189 (CH.

2650170, 26SD170P)

STEWART-WARNER
Model Pack 24

9120-A, 9120-B, 9120-C, 9120-0,

9120-E, 9120-F

9121-A, 9121-8
Model Pack 25

9203-A

STROMBERG-CARLSON
Model Pack 23

24C, 24CM (CH. 112126)
24RP, 24RPM, 24 SERIES (CH.

112119) RCD. CH. S14029
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Successful Servicing, December, 1951

A monthly summary of the price
changes of electronic components and
materials on the market, as well as
information about new and discon-
tinued items. These reports are sup-
plied by RADIO'S MASTER, pub-
lished by the United Catalog Pub-
lishers, Inc., New York City. These
reports are furnished in the hope
that they may help you in purchas-
ing, and in keeping your inventory up
to date. A complete description of
each product is found in RADIO'S
MASTER 16th Edition.

Price Increases
ALTEC LANSING-Price increase on their items

in following categories: racks; blank panels;
transformers; diapragm & voice coil assemblies;
horn throats; "Voice of the Theatre" speaker sys-
tems; amplifiers; low frequency horns; high fre-
quency multicelfular horns (less speaker) and
power supplies.

SCHAUER MFG. CORP.-Advised of a rise in price
on most of their line.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC-Increased prices of all
sub -miniature tubes except 6AD4, 6BA5, and 6K4.

TRIAD TRANSFORMER-G-2 Input Geoformers,
increased to $20.08 Net.

Price Decreases
ALTEC LANSING -2113 Microphone and 28A Lapel

Microphone reduced in price.
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP.-Lightning arres-

tors No. 155-338 reduced to $1.50 each.
DUOTONE CO.-Reduced shockproof nylon needles

No. 25 ,to $10.50, and No. 25M (micro -groove) to
$8.75, both dealer price.

G. E.-Reduced receiving tube 6BF5 to $2.00 List,
and tv picture tube 24AP4 to $76.00 Net.

HYTRON RADIO-Reduced prices on tv picture
tubes 17BP4A, 20CP4, and 20DP4A.

NATIONAL UNION-Reduced prices on Video-
tron picture tubes as noted: 17" rectangular to
$27,25 Net; 19FP4 to $49.00 Net; 20" rectangular to
$41.00 Net and 21" rectangular to $43.25 Net.

RAULAND CORP.-TV tubes 17AP4, 17BP4A,
17HP4, 20CP4, and 20HP4 reduced.

REINER' ELECTRONICS CO.-Advised reduction
of No. 5 Type Z, and No. 7 Type Z "Leads" to
$9.95 Net.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC-Reduced 5 tv picture
tubes. 6AG5 radio receiving tube reduced to
$2.40 list.

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC-Reduced prices about
20% on cathode-ray picture tubes 16RP4, 17BP4A,
and 20DP4A.

VAN. CLEEF BROS.-Reduced prices on quantity
purchases of 30 and over for No. 10 plastic elec-
trical tape.

WEBSTER-CHICAGO CORP.-Nylon phonograph
needles Model NE -37 reduced tó $.80 Catalog Price.

New Items
CENTRALAB-Added trimmer 822-EZ at $.90 Net;

controls BB -105 at $1.50 Net and capacitors TV4-
502 and TV5-502 at $1.35 Net.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO.-Introduced new Belmont
tv ballast tube No. B917571 at $1.80 Net 2 watt
rating wire wound controls, No. 43-1500 ¿e 43-2500
at $1.25 and No. 43S-1500 & 43S-2500 (with switch)
at $1.85. Also added 3 watt rating wire wound
controls, No. 58-1500 & 58-2500aí $1.25 and 58S-1500
& 58S-2500 (with switch) at $1.85. All prices areNet.

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP.-Added
Tube, Battery, Ohm and Capacity Tester, Model204 at $55.90 and Vacuum -Tube Volt-Ohmeter,
Model 106 at $35.90.

ELECTRO-VOICE-Model 3002 self -tuning tvbooster introduced at $23.70 Net.
FEDERAL TELEPHONE-Added complete newline of selenium rectifier stacks.
GARRARD SALES CORP.-3-Speed record players,Model "M" and "MC" added at $24.50 and $29.65Net respectively.

GENERAL CONTROL CO.-To their line of
switches and controls have been added No. A.C.O.
at $10.00 Net and DU.OP at $1.90 Net.

G. E.-Added dual stylus assembly No. RPJ-013 at
$18.60 Net for use with G. E. triple -play cartridges,
and I.F. interference eliminator model RLW-008
at $4.50 Dealer Net. Also added glass rectangular
tv tubes: 17VP4 at $36.50 list; 20LP4 at $54.50
list; 21EP4, with cylindrical face at $57.50 list and
21LP4, with cylindrical face at $57.50 list. "In-
asmuch as there has been very little, if any, sales
to set manufacturers of the above 4 new -types,
there will be undoubtedly little demand for re-
placement business in the next few months."

HYTRON RADIO-Added new tv picture tubes:
17HP4A; 19QP4; 20HP4A; 21EP4A and 21FP4A.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS SÚPPLIERS - Now
marketing 6 new tv glare reducers.

INSULINE CORP.-Added No. 424 silver-plated
beryllium plug; No. 327 & 328 Clip -on, and 329
Prod Test Leads; #867 insulated spade lugs;
#1899 high voltage tip jack; #4086 rack dolly,
and #6113 and #6114 lightning arrestors.

JFD-For use with open wire transmission lines,
a new lightning arrestor No. AT 107 at $2.25 Net.

LANSING SOUND -9 new cabinets added to their
"C" series, and Model 1217-1290 horn -lens assembly
added at $31.50 Net and Model 175 DLH, a com-
plete driver, lens, and horn assembly added at
$114.00 Net.

POTTER & BRUMFIELD-5 new "MT" relays
added to their line.

RCA-Added test and measuring equipment types
WG-220, direct probe cable at $3.75; WG-291,
crystal diode demodulator probe at $7.95; WP -
25A, tv Isotop, topped auto -isolation transformer
at 1'17.95; WV -77A, Junior Voltohmyst at $47.50,
all suggested dealer prices. Also added No. 213A1,
Antenna Harness Kit at $1.20; No. 215A1, tv an-
tenna (channel 2-13) less mast $8.10; 215X1, light-
ning arrestor (outdoor and indoor) at $.75 each;
229A1, Fb, folded dipole antenna and reflector
(less mast) $4.56 all suggested dealer prices.
Added tubes 6BQ7 at $3.20 list, 6X8 at $2.65 list
and kinescope 19AP4-A at $65.00 list.

RIDER, John F.-Introduced TEK-FILE, new
monthly data service, at $2.00 per Pack.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC=Added 7 tv picture tubes
to their line.

TRICRAFT PRODUCTS CO.-Antenna T-52 intro-
duced at $9.95 list.

TV DEVELOPMENT CORP.-Added to their line
of conversion mask escutcheons and kits, model
ME -20 at $4.87 Net and MEK-20 at $12.26 Net.

WEBSTER-CHICAGO - Added recording wire
album Model 2916 at $.60 Catalog Price.

WESTINGHOUSE-Added electronic tubes WL-
5934 at $15.00 Net and WL-5974 at $220.00 Net.

Discontinued Items
BAKER MFG. CO.-TV self-supporting towers No.

22, 35, 48, 62 have been discontinued due to diffi-
culty in securing materials.

BELDEN MFG. CO.-Temporarily discontinued the
following items for the duration of the emergency.
8000 and 8002, bare aerial wire; 8008 and 8009
solid held aerial; 8011, 8012 and 8013 solid tinned;
8200, leadin wire, 8235, 300 Ohm (heavy duty)
transmission line and 8782 and 8783, juke box cable.

CENTRALAB-Discontinued dual concentric con-
trols SBB-518-S.

G. E.-Due to a lack of demand, discontinued pic-
ture tubes 8AP4, 12LP4, 12KP4, 16AP4 and 19AP4.

HYTRON RADIO-Discontinued special purpose
tubes 10Y and 864.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS SUPPLIERS -4 TV
"Gla-Reducer" models discontinued.

LANSING SOUND-Discontinued Model 175H highfrequency unit and horn.
PENN BOILER & BURNER-Telecote paint hasbeen dropped from their line.
POTTER & BRUMFIELD-Discontinued relaysSMSDG and SM5LG.
REK-O-KUT - Temporarily discontinued ModelsT -12H and T -43H, dual speed 12" transcriptionturntables due to lack of materials.
TRIMM, INC.-Discontinued 26 items on their lineof headsets and accessories. Also discontinuedtheir complete line in their "V" series of wirewound controls.
WEBSTER-CHICAGO-Discontinued 5 items intheir line of phonographic equipment.

Miscellaneous Changes
EBY SALES CO.-Revised their entire line of radio,television and electronic products adding itemsand revising prices.
JFD-Revised their line of mounts, accessories andwire to include new items and price revisions.
MIDDLETOWN MFG. CO.-Revised their . entireprice line of metal products.
PENN BOILER & BURNER-Prices revised ontheir Penn Teletowers.
WESTINGHOUSE-Revised prices on 25 industrialreplacement tubes.
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Rider TV TEK-FILE Cumulative Index
Now Available!

The Rider TV TEK-FILE Cumulative
Index, a FREE, 8 -page, 81/2 x 11 inch booklet
listing the tv receiver manufacturers and
models in TEK-FILE with their pack and
file numbers, is now available at radio and tv

parts distributors all over the country. The
index, which is just as easy to use as the
Rider radio and tv indexes, also lists for each
model its Rider Manual page number.

In addition to the TEK-FILE listing, the
index contains simplified instructions on how
to file TEK-FILE in a filing cabinet or binder.

INTERNATIONALLY

PREFERRED

([c t((311
(),-(1 )

Ersin MULTICORE Solder gets ap-
plause in any language! The origi-
nal 3 -core solder and the only solder
in the world made with non -cor-
rosive, extra -active Ersin Flux.
Melts rapidly! Bonds properly!
Works on difficult metals! Holds up
after you've delivered the job! Saves
you time and money! Write for
FREE SAMPLE - Multicore Sales
Corp., Dep't S., 164 Duane St., New
York 13, N. Y.

Please mention Successful Servicing when snawering
advertising.
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RADIO
CHANGES; ti o \

Emerson 646A, 646B
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing

the circuit modifications to be made, when
a 5 -pole, 2 -position power transfer switch is
used instead of the original 6 -pole, 2 -position
switch.

General Electric Models 600, 601, 603,
604

On early receivers, oscillator instability
may be caused by the defective coupling wind-
ing on the L2 oscillator transformer. To
remedy this, connect C15, a 56-µµf capacitor,
as shown by the dotted line in the schematic
to replace coupling winding, which should
be disconnected.

Loose speakers which are due to broken
cabinet studs may be repaired by heating the
ends of the studs with a soldering iron and
spreading them against the speaker frame.

General Electric, 740
In the schematic diagram, add an antenna

primary to loop Ll, connecting it to the ex-
ternal antenna terminal through a 0.005-0
capacitor. C23, and to the chassis through
another 0.005-µf capacitor, C33. A convenient
chassis connection for 03 is the chassis
ground terminal on the phono jack. Item
RLL-041 (L1, loop) which is no longer avail-
able, should be deleted from the Replacements
Parts List, and item RLL-044, (L1 loop
with antenna primary) added. The symbols
C-23 and C-33 should be added under the
stock item UCC-039.

General Electric, 752, 753
In the schematic diagram, add an antenna

primary to loop, L3. One side of this loop is
connected to the chassis ground and the other
side to the antenna terminal. Item RLL-039
(L3, loop) which is no longer available,
should be deleted from the Replacement Parts
List and RLL-042 (L3, loop with antenna
primary) added in its place.

RCA 8V90, Ch. RC -618; RC -618A,
8V91, Ch. RC -616A, RC -616H

A resistor R35 has been added in the mixer
grid circuit, inserted between pin 3 of the
selector switch (S2 front) and connection F
of the A oscillator coil. For chassis RC -618
and RC -618A, the resistor is 560 ohms (in
some sets, two 1,000 -ohm resistors in parallel).
For chassis RC -616A and RC -616H, the re-
sistor is 390 ohms.

115V.
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90V. SW -ID TO JUNCTION
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\\\
NOTE: THIS ALTERNATE CIRCUIT IS EFFECTIVE ONLY WITH TRANSFER SWITCH PART NO. 510081

Fig. 1. Circuit of the Emerson 646A and 646B, showing modifications required when
changing the power transfer switch.

Westinghouse H -316C7, H -317C7,
H -326C7, H -328C7, Service Hint

The above models are equipped with built-
in antennas for a -m and f -m reception and
terminals are provided for connecting an ex-
ternal antenna for f -m reception in weak
signal areas. In special cases where it is

desired to receive weak a -m signals, an ex-
ternal a -m antenna can be connected as follows.

Solder a 3 -lug terminal board (part no.
V-3376) to the r -f tuner plate so that new
components will not extend beyond rear of
chassis.

Connect a 2,200 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor (part
no. RC20AE222M) and a .0005-µf capacitor
(part no. RCM20A501K) in series as shown
in Fig. 1.

Connect the resistor to terminal 3 on the
chassis with a rubber or thermoplastic cov-
ered wire of suitable length.

Connect approximately 9" of the same kind
of wire to the capacitor as shown in Fig. 2.

Tie knot #1 approximately 3" from the
capacitor.

Run a lead through a hole near the left
end of the back cover and tie knot #2 close
to cover. (The knots are for strain relief).

Below, Fig. 1. Circuit required for reception
of weak a -m signals on Westinghouse II -
316C7, H -317C7, H -326C7, and H -328C7.

Right, Fig. 2. Actual method for adding
circuit.

0005
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EXT.
.uf 220051 L lO
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United Motors, 416387 Packard
The value of the cathode resistor ground-

ing the cathode of the i -f amplifier tube,
6SK7, has been changed from 390 ohms to
270 ohms. In the Service Parts list, the
service part number should now read A271
and the description is now 270 ohms, % watt
insulated resistor. The illustration number
is still 48.

RIDER MANUALS .Fli lÑ THE GAPS`

nierf Motors Service (Delco),
R-1408, R-1409, R-1410

Although the dry cell batteries for the
Delco household radios models R-1408, R-
1409, and R-1410 are no longer available
through United Motors Service, a satisfac-
tory service battery is available from other
sources for each of the models.

For the R-1408 and R-1409 models the
Eveready battery 754 or the Ray -o -vac battery
AB878 will adequately provide the voltages
required and mount in the cabinet. In the
case of the R-1410 radio the Eveready battery
753 or the Ray -o -vac battery AB878 is a

satisfactory replacement.
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